


"This story is about two different giants. The Lonely Giant
was sad and grumpy because he was tired of being alone.
He wished he had some friends, but he was lonely until he
watched the Gentle Giant being kind and helpful. Then the
Lonely Giant learned how to make friends. What do you

think he had to do?"

alone anyone change climb happen live notice people Key Words

• Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion.

• Retell and/or act out the story following the sequence.

• Identify antonyms: happy/unhappy tiny/huge 

• Understand use of simile: like an earthquake

• Notice prefix  meaning not: un- unhappy unkind

• Identify synonyms: huge/enormous pleased/happy

• Understand use of ellipses to continue text (page 5).

•  soft  sound: Notice g Gentle huge Giant change

• Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

• Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.
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  The Lonely Giant

   written by Pam Holden
   illustrated by Samer Hatam
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       The Lonely Giant was an unhappy, grumpy giant,

         who lived alone on a high mountain. He was not

         kind and helpful like the Gentle Giant who lived in

  the valley below.
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           "I am tired of living all alone. I wish I had a

      friend," the Lonely Giant grumbled to himself.

          "I need someone to talk to and play with, so I

        will go for a walk to find some friends."
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Enjoyed the preview? 
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